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"Cuisine" Fills Bill
SCHOOL SAYS NIL
TO GIL'-5 GRILL
By Mark Ward and On April 20th, Dean Ramos
Mike Lebovitz made a decision to form a
"Gil's gone!" That's all one "food committee" to go into
can say to a returning student what he called "crisis manage-
.or an inquiring alumnus ment." The committee, he
because at 6: 12 p.m. on July said, must come up with a de-
15th the last sandwich was cision about the food service by
taken out of Gil's snack shop. May_15th, Gil's scheduled de-
When the doors closed for the _-parture date. He informed the
final time, a 12-year institution SBA of his desire to form the
at Loyola came to an end. To committee and asked for
some, the final lockup was a names of - people to be
sign of relief from poor, ineffi- members. The day-SBA's
cient service. To others, it response to this was negative.
marked the end of the high- Camilo Becerra, day-SBA
quality food served by Gil, sup- President, said the decision-
plied in great part by his making period coincided
brother-in-law at Langer's De- directly with finals. Brock said
Ii, and portended the.dawn of a the day-SBA then made a
new "cardboard-based" menu. proposal to Dean Ramos, sug-
In mid-April, Gil Stern gesting that Gil be permitted to
began to focus on the impend- remain for one more year. The
ing summer down time. He in- SBA said that Gil's planned
formed the administration that price increases were fair; that
unless he was allowed to raise a decision by the "food com-
his prices, he could no longer mittee" could not be made by
operate at Loyola. The SChool the May 15th deadline and sug-
has had price control over Gil's gested that during the year a
menu in exchange for low rent more representative commit-
to cover his utility fees. Ac- tee could be formed to make a
cording to both Dean Leo more relaxed and intelligent
Ramos and day-SBA Vice decision.
President Bob Brock, Gil set Ramos, however, rejected
an effective departure date far the SBA proposal and decided
less than the 6O-day notice.re- to go ahead with his plans to
quirement to which he had form a committee to decide on
agreed. Continued on page 3
Focus On Child Care Concerns
DEANS DELIVER ON NEW
PART-TIME DAY PROGRAM
The profile of the typical
law school student - a young
man in his early 20s, fresh out
of undergraduate school, is
rapidly changing. Not only are
more women entering the
ranks (nationwide the class of
1980showed an enrollment of
36% women) but also many
older people are returning
either to augment established
careers or to commence a,
profession for the first time.
'The older .: student,
particularly the older female
student, is often faced with
having to juggle child care
responsibilities with law
studies, a dilemma not unlike
that faced by students who
work full time., Student/-
-parents attending Loyola have
two options with respect to the
timing of their classes - either
attend part time in the evening
or attend full time in the day.
Neither option is optimum in
allowing the flexibility re-
quired to tend young children
and maintain a cohesive family ,
life.
Experiencing the difficulties
of being a full-time student,
wife and mother, second-year
student Sherrill Kushner was
inspired to submit a formal
proposal to Loyola's ad-
ministration and faculty last
spring for the institution of a
part-time day program. Sup-
ported by the Women's Union,
the proposal suggested creat-
ing a day-time counterpart to
the part-time evening pro-
gram. Students with child care
responsibilities would be inte-
grated into some of the existing
day division classes held
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
thereby accommodating those
who have children in school.
Without such a program,
Kushner contends, potential
Continued on page 7
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The Frakt Of The Matter
NEW DEAN II
By Laura Cuddy
Loyola has a new dean. Yes,
a new, new dean as opposed to
last year's new dean, Gerry'
Rosen, who is now the ex-dean.
Last year, as you may re-
call, then-Professor Rosen
agreed to forgo his long-de-
served sabbatical and to accept
a temporary dean's position for
the 1981-82 school year. This
gave the powers-that-be a
year's time in which to search
for a permanent dean.
Thus, effective July 1,-
Arthur Frakt, a Rutgers Un-
iversity Law professor,
became the 13th dean of Loyola
Law School. Dean Frakt had
served Rutgers for 17 years in
a number of capaeities -as a
member of the faculty and as
an associate dean - and was
instrumental in the develop-
ment of various programs at
Rutgers, among them, the
clinical affirmative action pro-
grams and the part-time even-
ing division.
In the fall 6f last year, Dean
Frakt received a personal let-
ter from Loyola's Dean Search
Committee, inviting him to
send a curriculum vitae for
consideration. Frakt believes
that a friend suggested his
name to -the Committee. He
added that such letters go out
to deans of law schools as a
matter of course. Frakt re-
marked on the great turnover
in law school deans, citing such
factors as. budget, student's de-
mands as to services, the
economic 'pressure on
professors to do as well as their
counterparts in outside prac-
tice and the fact that the posi-
tion of dean is largely a thank-
less task.
Generally, the Dean's duties
.are to 'cope with day-to-day
emergent 'problems, but Frakt
is also engaging in the re-
organization of the major ad-
ministrative staff. He believes
such a plan will better serve
the students and help both
faculty and administration to
focus on the' developmental
needs of the law school itself.
As _a result of this re-
organization, Dean Ramos has
been placed in charge of the
business administration of the
school and with monitoring the
ofd and new buildings, with a
goal of providing good working
environments. Dean Grant will
be teaching Lawyering Skills
and has been relieved of the
day-to-day functions of student
Continued on page 7
"Dean Arthur Frakt"
SCHOOL APPROVES PLAN
FOR· FREE UNITS
By Barbara Bailey-Gong
The Comm i t tee on
Academic Planning approved a
proposal recently allowing stu-
dents to take, without charge,
more than the minimum
number of units required for
graduation from Loyola.
Professor Chris May, a
member of the committee,
said he had been proposing
such a change to the commit-
tee since 1975, but had been
unable to gain enough support
for the concept until this year.
Two reasons for the change
were cited by the committee.
First, students were arranging
their schedules to graduate
with the minimum number of
required units rather than tak-
ing advntage of the many elec-
tives offered each semester.
Second, professors were de-
terred from developing new
courses because they could
never be certain of having suf-
ficient enrollment. Professor
May said the result of these
was a strong "anti-intellectual
bias" at Loyola. He feels the
new policy will not only en-
courage students to take more
classes, but will enrich their
second-year experience, en-
courage professors to develop-
new courses, and enhance
alumni support.
In order to take classes
without charge, a student must
have paid for, and received
credit for (or be currently
enrolled in). 87 units toward
the Juris' Doctorate degree.
Stud e n t s who r e c e i ve
permission to' take classes at
another graduate or law school
may apply these units toward
their 87-unit minimum. Addi-
tionally, students who transfer
to Loyola may use -this plan
once they have paid for and
successfully completed 58units
at Loyola.
There is a limited time dur-.
ing which a student may take
free classes. If during the Fall
semester, a student is enrolled
ill classes and has paid for 87
units, the student may take
free units during that semester
and during -the Spring
semester; after that, no free
units will be allowed. If a stu-
dent meets the prerequisites
during a Spring or Summer
semester, the student may take
free units during that semester
only.
Students may repeat
courses or take any course for
which credit is offered, includ-
ing clinical programs, moot
court, and law review, once the
87-unit minimum is met. Aside
from their cost, these addi-
tional units are graded and
figured into a student's grade
point average as any other un-
its at Loyola. .
Professor May felt it was
important that second- 'and
third-year students were in-
formed about this new proposal
so that they could adjust their
Continued on page 7
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LOYOI:1li'NEWS BRIEFS
The Loyola Reporter
:\larc R. Ward :\Iichael S. Lebovi tz
Editors-Iu-Chiof
Kemp Richardson
Xews Editor
George Shohet
Features Editor
Kathy :\IcGuigan
Community Copy Editor
This new ..papf'r is pubtished f'wry 31'2 wf'f'ks by The
Loyola Reporter, urider t heauspices and-finandal;;uppoi-t of ,
rhe Lovola St ude nt Bar Associat ions,
,r~..-ig;'f'd edit ortal .. represe-nt rhe majority opinion of
the Editorial Board. Signe-d If'ttf'r;; reflee t the views of the
irrdivirlu al author.
AIl'inquirif's ..hould be sen t to Loyola SBA, ('/0 The
Loyola Reporter, U-JI ~'. Ol~'mpi(' Blvd., Box #;3, Los
Angf'lf's, C\ 9001.5. All right;; reseeved. e 1981.
,WE NEED YOUI
The Loyola Reporter needs writers, photographers, and staH
people to work on the paper this year.
If you are interested, leave your name, address and phone
number in Mailbox No. 73 on the second floor of the new
building.
No prior journalism ,experience is required.
GET 'NVOL VED
WRITE FOR THE LOYOLA REPORTER
EARN MONEY
Sell Advertising for the Reporter
If you have the ability to sell advertising, you can earn up to 33%
of your gross sales by selling ods for the Loyola Reporter. '
If you are interested in a quick way to mcke money for books, gas,
or food, leave your nome, address and phone number in Mailbox
no. 73 on the second floor -of the new buildiflg. We'll provide you
with a lisf of our advertiS'ing rates and our circulation schedule.
The Jewish Law Students
Association-Hillel, now begin-
ning its third year, provides
James D. Redwood students with "life during law
Frances J. Sulman school." Events such as Shah-
Vernon C. Bogy bat dinners, social events,
Berna L. Fredman speakers, baseball games, a
MaraJ, Bresnick Passover lunch, a Hanukkah
Susan M. Gill - party and a ski trip are some of
Myrna K. Greenberg "the activities which .have been
Terrence M.King planned for the corrung 'y~ar.
K th . A Lind The concept of providing a
a . erme: "Jewish presence" on the law
Janice M. Lipeles campuses' goes beyond pro-
gramming for the JLSA itself.
Nancy E. Raney Hillel's presence also serves to
educate the campus population _
James M. Stanich about issues of Jewish concern.
Another important connec-
Jeffrey H. Dasteel tion which is facilitated by the
JLSA/Hillel is With Bet Tzedek
Lynn M. Lee - Jewish Legal Services. Bet
Tzedek provides free legal
services to elderly Jews in the
Fairfax area and, like Hillel, is
a constituent agency of the
Jewish Federation Council of
Karen J. Henderson Greater Los Angeles and a re-
Julie A. Saltoun cipient of United Jewish
Welfare FUnds. Each year the
JLSA/Hillel brings Bet
Tzedek's Executive Director
Terry Friedman to .its cam-
puses to speak about his agency
and to encourage student in-
ternships at the legal clinic.
Another important connec-
tion started this past year by
the JLSA/Hillel was the incep-
tion of a campaign for the Un-
ited Jewish Welfare Fund on
the law campuses.
Rabbi' Marc Dworkin and
Program Director Stacy Simon
will be on the outside patio
every second and fourth Tliurs-
day of each month between
11:00 and 1:00 providing free
bagels and cream cheese.
For information concerning
any of JLSA-Hillel's programs
contact Stacy Simon at the
Hillel office at (213) 208-4427;
LAW LIBRARY SERVICES
The law library provides a
variety of services to the law
school community. First-year
students, in particular, maybe
unaware that many useful
books are available for ov-
ernight and weekend loan as
well as for the usual two-hour
loan period. These include
hornbooks such as White &
Summers on. the U.C.C.,
Calamari on Contracts, Boyer
on Property and Prosser on
Torts.
On the other hand, there are
. some non-law magazines for
,...•........................................................•...
, .• •I
I - .: Associate Dean Dan St-ewart
: • ' has announced the addition of
I • the following faculty at
1- • Loyola:
I : New Faculty: Arthur Frakt
I • (Dean), Kenneth Vogel, Alan. : 1441 W. OLYMPIC BLVD., L.A., CA 90015 • (213) 736-1032 • Ides.
I 00 STORE • Visiting Faculty: Dan
.I YOUR B K ON CAMPl:JS : Schechter, Linda Mullenix,
I • Lionel Sobe1.
: PRESENTS "THE GILBERl GI,VEAWAY" : ing~dj~~~~a~:cu~~~~,aub!~i
I JUST DEPOSIT THIS COUPON AT THE BOOKSTORE FOR : ~~~~ll.JOhn Blanchard, Dan
1.1 A CHANCE TO WIN A - GILBERT LAW SUMMARY - OF : M;lil~i~na_IG::anCt~lty~IO~~::
YOUR CHOICE. ONE GILBERT LAW SUMMARY WILL BE • Roberts. .
:- GIVEN AWAY EACH WEEK FOR 4 WEEKS. WHILE YOU'RE : Lie~:~~~~:Ck~~~!~~o~~san! AT. THE BOOKSTORE PICK UP YOUR FREE COpy OF THE :'
: "SURVIVAL MANUAL" AND A CATALOG. :
I •
I NAME PHONE .•
I •
I ADDRESS CITY ZIP •
I •
: WINNER NEED NOT BE PRESENT "GIVEAWAY" AUG. 16th - 'SEPT. 10th '82 :
•••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ;1,
LAWREVI,EW
1982-1983 Board of Editors and Staff
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Business Editor
Book Review/Associate Editor
Chief Articles Editor
Articles Editor
Articles Editor
Articles Editor
Chief Ninth Circuit Editor
Ninth Circuit Editor
(Criminal Law Survey)
Ninth Circuit Editor
(Criminal Law Survey)
Ninth Circuit Editor
(Criminal Law Survey)
Ninth Circuit Editor
(Labor Law Survey)
Ninth Circuit Editor
(Labor Law Survey)
Chief Note & Comment Editor
Note & Comment Editor
Note & Comment Editor
Note & Comment Editor
Note & Comment Editor
Joanne B. O'Donnell
Janice M. Corsino
Marc J. Graboff
LAW REVIEW. WRITE ON STAFF
Paul Alvarez
George Bayz "
Brenda Bissett
Bess Blank
Pollyann Brophy
Grace Cadoret-Coletti
Steve Cerveris
Lawrence Cohn
John Collins
Katharine Dayidson
Melissa Garrity
Barry Goldberg
Ken Grossfeld
Mary Harris
Leslie Harrison
Pamela Kuehn
Michele Levine
Tracy McCulloch
Valerie Menager
Molly Milligan
Glenn Mondo
Ray Mulligan
.Margaret Oldendorf
James Patronite
Patricia Schmiege
William Schinderman
George Shohet
Adam Siegler
Charles Smith
Julie Stamoto
Sandta Stewart
Diana Summerhayes
Mark Terman
Thomas Vallier
Leslie Ann Watts
Rebecca Winthrop
Barbara Wright
those rare moments of leisure
reading. At the Public Services
Desk (Reserve Desk) you may
check out current issues of
Time, People, Consumer Re-
ports, Consumers' Research
Continued on page 6
Jewish Law
Students
Change-Ups
Dean Stewart also an-
nounced the formation of a new
scholarship for students who
receive a 90.0or better average
after their first year. This
year's recipients were: Pat
Schmiege, David Burcham,
La wrence Cohn, Scott
Meyerhoff and Bill
Schinderman.
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visit was never achieved. same service with some added
Brock said that when the flexibility in the menu area.
committee went to the Flying . B~cerra ~alle,~.Gil's ~ttit,~de at
Continued from, page 1 Bids were solicited by Steve Tiger operation, the food quali- this me~tmg defensive, ,?n~,
Gil's replacement. According Johnson in three ways: from ty drew poor to mixed results'. according to Brock, GIl
to Ramos, the day-SUA did not the Independent Restaurant Brock said his hamburger was wasn't putting on his Sunday
tell him' what they were com- Owners Association, from a a little bit better than Apple best." Ramos ~eemed to _fe~l
paring Gil's prices to. Also, he collegiate food service and Betty's but not as good as Gil's. that perhaps Gil ~eallY' dld.n t
said that "a lot of time and from vendors who had He also said that items in and understand that his operation
effort had already gone into previously expressed a desire around the salad bar were not was being threatened. Gil of-
soliciting other food service to operate at Loyola. Bids were very clean, but he did indicate fered to put in a salad bar and
vendors, and there was no re- submitted by three people: Gil, that Ramos was impressed by develop ~ome hot entrees for
ason to put an end to it for a Bob Staniskis of Campus Staniskis' idea for hot entrees ~he.evemng students. He also
year." Cuisine and a representative of and that Ramos enjoyed the indicated thathe could try to
The food committee was Apple Betty Coffee Shop. Ac- ' one that he had. use pre-made san~wiches. to
then formed. The committee cording to Brock, Apple Bet- Camilo Becerra commented ease th~ congestion during
included Dean Ramos, Busi- ty's bid was not viewed as a that Campus Cuisine's food is peak periods.
ness Manager Steve Johnson, real contender from the outset, not like the food served by Gil, -B------I-I-d--G-.-I-'..;._--.--d----h-.----. -,
Pam Buckles, a staff member thus "Campus Cuisine became in that "Gil's food is basically ecerra ca e ' I S atntu e at t IS meeting
and Bob Brock. There was n~ the only serious alternative to food from Langer's deli" which "defensive," and, according to Brock, '"'Gil
faculty representation on the Gil." he felt was of a higher quality. wasn't putting on his Sunday best." Ramos
' committee because, according The committee then planned After the tasting phase was
to Ramos, "there was no facul- a series of unannounced visits completed, the-food committee seemed to feel that perhaps Gilreally didn't
ty around." To give the com- to the operations of Campus was enlarged for the second understand that his operation was being
mittee more time to make its Cuisine. Staniskis operates his phase, reviewing the two
decision, Ramos told Gil he food services at the campuses serious proposals of Gil and threatened.
was going to have to honor his of__UCI,Saddleback, Rio Hondo Staniskis. The committee now
6O-day notice requirement. and Cerritos as well as at Fly- included Becerra and Janet
There was no faculty representation on the ~~o~~;~presenting the even-
committee because, according to Ramos,. A~ the meeting set for re-
"there was no faculty around " viewing the .propo~alS, Apple
-=:-- __ ~-_~_:_--:=~_-~~.--~--- - Betty was rejected Immediate-
The committee was to do its ing Tiger Airlines and May ly. Gil then made his proposal
work in two phases: tasting Company. According to Brock, which, according 'to Brock and
and reviewing of proposals. however, a pure unannounced Becerra, was basically the
GIl.'S GONE----~ or excused because Gil was un-able to pay them. But, when
Ramos tried to find out why Gil
was losing money, Gil said he
did not know the reason. Ac-
cording to both Ramos and
Brock, the totality, of Gil's
bookkeeping procedures was
his checkbook, and no itemiza-
tion of costs or revenue was
ever made during his 12 years
at Loyola: This made it dif-
ficult for the. school and the
SBA to evaluate Gil's proposal.
In the reviewing meeting, it
was suggested that an indepen-
dent audit be taken of Gil's
, operation. According 0 Brock,
Gil .agreed to turn over his
personal income tax returns.
However, according to, Becer-
ra, no profit and loss
breakdown was ever supplied.
Brock I said that Ramos
wanted the school to have bet-
ter control over Gil's book-
keeping and his menu. Accord-
ing to Brock, Gil felt that "this
was none of the school's busi-
ness." Gil indicated that he
could be flexible on the menu
but that he could not give the
school control over his books.
According to Brock, Gil's
performance at the reviewing
meeting was .;eclipsed. by the
performance of Bob Staniskis
.of Campus Cuisine. Staniskis
was among the group of people
who had previously wanted to
operate at Loyola. Brock said
he made a good presentation,
giving an excellent -image of
his operation. He said that
Staniskis was really "hungry"
- 'for the job. His prices, accord-
. ing to Becerra, were "very
comparable" toGH's, and
Staniskis came on 'very
enthusiastic in his presenta-
tion.
Although the Loyola Re-
porter was asked not to dis-
close the actual figures,
- Staniskis' guarantee to the
school 'Vvas several thousand
dollars higher than Gil's. Thus,
according to Ramos, it would
have been a "substantial
monetary decision" to wait a
year. Ramos said that the
guarantee goes directly into
the fund for student
scholarship .. '
After the presentations were
made, a day was set to vote on
the two proposals. By now, the
sides that were taken in the
negotiationsbegan to get emo-
tional as the time constraints
increased the pressure on the
committee. When the voting
day arrived, neither, Steve
Johnson or Pam Buckles were
present, their votes being prox-
ied to Dean Ramos. Ramos in-
dicated he would not vote un-
less there was a tie. However,
it was noted that with a six-
member committee and one
not voting, there could be no
ties. The final vote was 3-2 for
Campus Cuisine. Voting for
Campus Cuisine were Johnson
and Buckles. through Ramos,
and Janet Moore. Voting to re-
tain Gil were Brock and Becer-
ra. Both Brock and Becerra
wanted it known that the day-
SBA was against replacing Gil.
Continued on page 7
According, to Brock, one of
the school's major problems
with Gil was his inability to
anticipate price increases, an
anomoly from a sound business
practices standpoint. Gil,
raised - his- prices to recoup
prior losses. Ramos said that
on two occasions, Gil's "rent"-
utility fee was either lowered
If JOD waat to kaow
.hat other bar review courses
will looklike in tb~eerears,·
look at BRCtoda,.
For years, BRC has set the standard of bar reviewing with
continuous innovations and refinements designed to enhance
the effectiveness and efficiency of bar preparation. Pro-
grammed Learning, Diagnostic Pre-testinq, Condensed Cap-
sule Outlines, Page and Line Referencing and Issue Graphs
are just some 'of the features other courses are still trying to
~~py.
We are better because we are educational technologists.
BRC Campus Reps:
Thelma Jane Celbula
Edward Deason
Ann Fuller
Ken Grossfeld
David Karp -
Michele Levine
.
Lori Lippman
Catherine M~Evilly
Dan Parish
Cathleen Sargent
Lori Toyama
Cory Brente
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Editorial and OpinionArguendo
Advice to
the La\V Lorn
By Rick Walmark pedantry. The popular term de-
Many legal philosophers noting this legal Abstract-Ex-
espouse that the "Law shall pressionism is "legalease."It
make us free." Law, for the is important that you get ac-
Greeks, was a means for the quainted with this legal state of
individual to realize their the art because it is a familiar
"telos" and attain the "good tool of communication
life." Law, for the believers in amongst lawyers. Remember,
Liberalism, is a concept which legalease makes the lay person
hopes to facilitate an institu- dependent on the lawyer to ex-
tional framework for social or- plain the Law; the Law begets
der. Moreover, some legal ambiguity.
scholars view the Law as an- Training under such mud-
instrument to liberate Man died conditions can leave the
from a political-economic in- student confused, frightened
frastructute which conditions and fatigued. Feeling ov-
Man to accept His inescapable erwhelrned is a normal
oppressed destiny. response to the law school ex-
Most of the justification and perience. Most of us are
. criticism towards the Law has tremendously concerned about
been focused upon the different comprehending the legal con-
legal theories. Whether it be cepts, appearing eloquent in
barbed epithets or blind class and turning in WoI'kshop
patronage, the legal concerns papers on time. True, there are
should also be directed towards a: few students who seem un-
the educative process which nerved by the academic ex-
promotes, defines and perience, always prepared to
legitimizes' the legal con- answer the professor's ques-
structs. 'tions and first to find the
Does the Law make the Law seminal cases for the
student free? To the dismay of Workshop papers. But do not
mass legal students the law 'fret; these hasty achievers are
school experience can be either very lucky or very bor-
frought with anxiety and self- -: ing. At the end of the year, you,
doubt. The law school neophyte/ too, will be witness to
realizes that he or she must academic success.
learn a new language, new con- • If you feel that these legal
ceptions and a different re- growing pains are getting too,
asoning process. Thereafter, uncomfortable, try to talk to
the legal pledge experiences an, your classmates. Communicat-
academic Doppler Effect ing your feelings with your
where there is a shift from - classmates, will make you re-
undergraduate school smug- alize that your perceived
. ness to law school discom- problems are not so uncom-
posure. mono We are all uneasy about
The legal educative process the academic newness, and we
birped me on the first day of are all concerned about
orientation week (perhaps the scholastic achievement. You
proper term is disorientation are not alone!
week) when the dean of the law If you have a particular
scho~lwelcomed all the problem, contact your
promising practitioners as professor. You may be
pledges to the legal fraternity. surprised by the difference
I knew then that! must contend between the instructor's
with the rubric which most behavior in the classroom and
"elite" organizations endear to the ins tructor' s a tti tude
prove my skill and allegiance toward you in his orher office.
to the ingroup by performing For the weary wanderer,
special obligatory acts which who is floundering while
demonstrate legal malleability traveling this legal odyssey,
and worth. there are several additional
Observance of these law ports at Loyola to harbor those
school rituals may produce unfulfilled academic and emo-
emotional upheavals for the tional needs. This roster, albeit
greenhorn. Part of this malaise not exhaustive, is a guide for
rests upon the fault of the stu- student assistance:
dents who draw a romantic pic- Arnold Siegel
ture of glamour and glory at- Assistant Dean of
tached to the legal profession. Student Affairs
Furthermore, the students' Rhonda Tartaglio
Angst is fomented by the ex- Dean's Receptionist
cessive demands and elliptical and Operations Coordinator
questions and answers recited Campus Ministry 736-1009
by, the pedagogic coterie. Hillel 208-4427
Moreover, the pupil's uneasi- LMU Counseling' Service
ness stems from the willing- 642-2868
ness of the legal institutions to Individual Counseling
ascribe the Law as an absolute ($5.00),
and unequivocal system. Workshops, Stress Reduction
and
Test Anxiety (Free)
Or contact your faculty ad-
visor. /
I want to extend to all of you
my best wishes for a long and
fruitful sojourn.
736-1105
736-1000_
How was this article so far?
Well, fortunately or un-
fortunately, depending upon
your tastes, the legal environ-
ment, like this article, is
marked by ambiguity and
Memo to Myself
By Aaron
I distract myself from myself.
Time is feared; and yet,
1fill myself up with time
until it blasts past me.
Busy, Busy
Never say "no"
Deadlines have to be met;
Demands are like wolve packs
in chase.
Bright eyes and soft
crimson hair; "
but passion is hurried, too.
"I want to see you,
but I can't"
I don't even see myself.
Priorities, Priorities
The importance of things.
Rushing thru,
finishing and starting,
another project completed and
two
more begun.
The pyramid grows, up to the
stars,
above high-rises and cement -
Away from myself.
Bright eyes is gone
though she did what I pleased
Another Day
Business as usual
Orders and routines,
Frustrations and anxieties
Going home;
Restless night, '
satisfaction evaporates with
steam on my mirrors;
A reflection of myself.
Bits and pieces ,
remembering other times,
other places
But only remembering for a
moment'
"On" again
Off to work
unconscious for twenty
minutes
unconscious for eight hours
Thinking while speaking
speaking while asleep
Being too close to myself
is like being too close
to the sun;
I make what is real
and what isn't made
isn't real;
I got lost somewhere .
Somewhere inside myself
and I can't get out.
Trapped by myself
lettertorial
No Soap
Open Letter To The Dean:
As an alumnus of Loyola, I
commend your efforts to im-
prove the university's
facilities. However, as a recent
visitor, I was shocked at the
degeneration of the restroom
areas of the library due to the
nature of the graffiti.
While generally insensitive
to typical restroom scrawlings,
the amount of shockingly racist
graffiti at Loyola' is unusual in
its boldness and depth of rage.'
The ferocity of epithets
directed at Blacks, Jews and
Mexicans is offensive in the
extreme. The failure to
promptly remove it creates an
environment of official
tolerance its contents.
Such graffiti is a poor reflec-
tion on the quality of the stu-
dent body and an even worse
reflection on the admissions
policies and criteria which ad-
mit such damaged minds.
I hope you take an interest in
the problem beyond simply
having the walls cleaned. Sure-
ly, there must be some ongoing
effort to solve this cancer on
the profession. Who else is in a
better position?
An alumnus
A Pictorial Guide To. •
1. "Dean's Office" ,
2. "The new Loyola video game room:
3. "Editorial offices of the LoyolaRei
4. "Law Review Office"
5. "CPW Refuge Center"
6. "Parking for 'First and SecondYear
7. "Proposed valet parking 'for Fema
Third Year Males"
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Financial Aid and You,
Empty Pockets ~
By Kemp Richardson
Most students at Loyola de-
pend to some extent on finan-
cial aid. With the cost of
private education being what it
is today, it takes a considerable
amount of disposable assets for
one to be able to get by without
it. Although many students
have come to take financial aid
for granted, recent changes in
the system make this an unsafe
approach. Financial, aid is
becoming scarcer., and stu-
dents must begin thinking of
alternatives to the traditional
means of financing graduate
education. This article will ex-
plain the current financial aid
situation and will attempt to
give students food for thought
regarding the financing of
graduate education in the
future.
The traditional method over
the last several years has been
through loans under the
Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
gram (GSLP), formerly toe
Federally Insured Student
Loan Program (FISLP).
Begun in the 1960s, this pro-
gram expanded gradually until
1978when all eligibility restric-
tions were removed and
graduate students could bor-
row a full $5,000per year at low
interest with deferred repay-
ment. At that time, such an
amount would' substantially
cover- all of an education, and
consequently, financing such
an education generally
presented few serious
problems.
Unfortunately, this situation
did not last. With the advent of,
the movement for federal
austerity, the GSLP seemed a
likely candidate for cutting,
and such has been the case.
Last year eligibility require-
ments were reinstated; stu-
dents from families earning ov-
er $30,000 gross adjusted in-
come must pass a "need test"
in order to qualify for a GSL.-
This "need test" is based on
the estimated cost of attending
school, the student's or stu-
dent's, family income and the
particular financial
circumstances of- the .student.
From the student's income and
Iyola LawBchool
6.
"
orter"
"ales"
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financial circumstances an
estimated contribution toward
education is computed, and this
figure, subtracted from the
cost of the education, equals
the student's eligibility for a
GSL. Readers wishing a more
in-depth analysis of the "need
test" are urged to refer to the
article "The $30,000Cut-Off" in
last year's Loyola Reporter.
As previously stated,
several years ago the GSL was
usually sufficient to finance a
graduate education. HvVvt! vel,
this is no longer the case. In
many instances, students will
not be eligible for the full
$5,000,and even if a student is,
with the 'cost of an education
now approaching $10,000 per
year, the GSLP cannot fully
cover it. Alternatives must be
found.
The most common solution
will most likely prove to be a
program entitled Auxiliary
Loans to Assist Students, This
program will not be as
charitable as the GSL: it al-
lows students to borrow up to
$3,000at 14%interest (likely to'
drop to 12% itt October) with
the principal deferred. ,The
borrower must, however, pay
the interest back in monthly
installments immediately.
This program, while not being
as flexible as the GSL formerly
was, will in many cases allow
students to substantially plug
the gap, between their GSL
eligibility and the cost of their
education.
In many cases, however,
even the Auxiliary Loan pro-
gram will leave students
without sufficient funding. Un-
fortunately, there are no easy
solutions to this problem, as no
other relatively cheap money
looms on the horizon.
At a July 20, 1982, presenta-
tion, entitled "Financial Op-
tions," various short- and long-
term options were discussed.
The most likely additional
sources of money will be tradi-
tional secured loans. The
"catch" with these, of course,
is that the student or student's
family must have security for
the loan and the willingness to
take the inherent risk of a
secured loan. -
Brian Cohn, credit executive
at Wilshire National Bank, sug-
gested that such items as
stocks and bonds, automobiles
and savings deposit
certificates can perhaps be
used as security by those in-
dividuals not possessing equity
in real estate. He also pointed
out that one has afar better
chance of getting a loan on
such property if he is personal-
ly known to-the lender. Ongoing
relationships, Mr. Cohn
believes, will become more
and more important in banking
in the upcoming years.
Other options discussed at
the presentation are largely
open only to those already
possessing a good deal of as-
sets. These included high-yield
money market accounts,
second or third TDs on real
estate and various types of
trusts that can be used to
finance an education years
down the road.
There are no easy answers
to the problem of financing an
education. Students have come
to depend on the government to
help them achieve a higher
education, but this attitude is
no longer a safe one. Hard
choices must now be made;
"cheap" money is no longer
necessarily going to be
available.
Is higher education worth
it? Does an individual want to
put himself in hock for years to
finance it? Does a student Want
to sacrifice his independence
and rely on his parents or other
relatives, as is becoming more
and more necessary? Michael
Flanagan, the director of finan-
fial aid at Loyola, emphasizes
,ha( a head-in-the-sand posture
right now is the worst possible
attitude as the problem won't
go away.
Being eligible for a loan this
year doesn't guarantee
eligibility next year. Students
Continued on page 6
Bar Hopping
SBA News
By Phyllis Meadows
Improved ' communications
and continued student involve-
ment in important school is-
sues were the focus of four
summer meetings held by the
Day SBA, according to Camilo
Becerra, president.
SBA officials wrapped up
their summer activities and
made plans for the new year at
a day-long session July 25. The
group also formally welcomed
Dean Arnie Siegel to his new
. role as faculty liaison with the
SBA. Siegel, who is now
responsible for student affairs,
financial aid, registration,
placement and admissions,
takes over SBA liaison from
Dean Lola MCAlpin-Grant, who
goes on to supervise special
projects at Loyola.
Recognizing that the Loyola
Reporter is published only once
each month, the SBA has
established a new communica-
tions medium for fast-breaking
news items - the Loyola SBA
Bulletin under the direction of
Phyllis Meadows, 2nd -Year
Rep. Currently scheduled for
bi-weekly publication, the
Bulletin will be a xeroxed sheet
highlighting items requiring
immediate action - such as
student loan application de-
adlines - and reminders on
upcoming school activities.
"Last year we depended on
bulletin and chalkboard notices
to get this kind of information
across," noted .Becerra. "We
believe that by putting all the
news items 'in one spot, more
students. will be aware of the
many 'events and important
dates that crop up during the
year." _
The need for an on-going stu-
dent "voice" in major school
issues prompted the SBA to ex-
plore student representation on
the Admissions Committee as
well as to create a Political
Action Group to mobilize stu-
dent opinion on legislative is-
sues.
The question of Admissions
Committee representation will
be addressed in the fall, said
Becerra. However, the
Political Action Group has
already been formed. . ,
"We are studying legislation
affecting student loans and
grants, will communicate that
information to the students
and, if necessary, work to ac-
tivate the collective Loyola
student voice," he added. The
group, which consists of Becer-
ra, Carolyn Cole and Andy
Goodman (both 2nd year stu-
dents), will work in coopera-
tion with the Financial Aid Of-
fice.
Becerra also noted the need
for student representation in
two other, areas - the Building
Committee and the Blood
'Drive. Anyone Interested in
participating on these commit-
tees can contact him directly,
or leave a note in the SBA Box.
The SBA also spent a great
deal of time' working on the
change-over in food services
(see story, this issue) and con-
sidering proposed changes in
the video game system in the
cafeteria. The current plan is
to work with Campus Cuisine in
the game area, according to
Becerra. .
Five games will be installed
if Campus Cuisine is awarded
the contract. Change will be
provided at the register, and
the school will receive 55% of
the profits from the games. Ad-
ditionally, Campus Cuisine has
agreed to underwrite food and
drink for the first SBAparty as
a part of the contract negotia-
tions. '
Loyola's current contract
covers three machines and
yields an average of around
50% to the school. Work is be-
ing done now to study the
SBA's commitment to the cur>
rent vendor, but Becerra in-
dicated a 30-day cancellation
clause should allow for the new
program to be under way short-
ly after the beginning of school.
Other areas covered in the
summer SBA .meetings in-
clude:'
• Sports - According to Jim
Morris, Sports Chairman, ef-
forts will be made to get more
first-year students involved in
intramurals. Additionally,
plans for a volleyball court on
the terrace beside the Law Re-
view offices are being ex-
plored. And finally, baseball
games will take on a new
"professionalism" with the ad-
dition of bases.
• Student Directory - SBA
will once again oversee produc-
tion under the direction of Lee
Harwell. Details will be dis-
cussed during the first weeks
of school.
• T-Shirts - Loyola shirts
will be offered by the SBA. A
student committee is presently
reviewing options available as
far as style and design are con-
cerned.
SBA officials. elected, last
spring, are:
Camilo Becerra (3) - Presi-
dent; Bob Brock (3) .; Vice
President; Ed Samaha (3) -
Secretary; Keith Sharp (3) -
Treasurer: Carolyn Cole (2)
and Mary O'Connor (2) -:-
AaA ILSD Reps; Debbie
Kanales and' Caren Nielsen -
3rd Year Reps; Andy Goodman
and Phyllis Meadows - 2nd
Year Reps; Lee Harwell (3) -
Faculty Rep; Jim Morris (3) -
Sports Chairman; Steve Brady
(2) - Social Chairman.
First-year representatives
will be elected from each sec-
tion during the initial weeks of
school.
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Continued from page 2
and the New York, Times
magazine, We also have Ms.
Psychology Today, Billboard
. and other displayed in plastic
covers near tile desk, Various
newspapers, including the L.A.
Times and N.Y. Times 'are
nearby. In the same area we
have a Light Reading section of
recreational material, includ-
ing paperback mysteries. Light
Reading materials. may be
taken and read (and kept) at
your convenience. We invite
students to donate books and
magazines to add to this area.
Recreational materials such
as games of chess -and
checkers, cribbage and
backgammon and cards' are
available for checkout at the
desk. .
The library provides first-
aid supplies such as band-aids,
bactine, eyewash, etc., and
free aspirin: Oxygen is
available for emergencies.
At the Public Services desk
students may use the scotch
tape.ipaper cutte , hole punch
and 'staplers. We also give
change for the copier
machines. Students may re-
ceive incoming telephone
messages, which will be posted
on the bulletin board" on the
pillar by the reserve desk. The
number to call is 736-1120.
However, students will not be
paged except in genuine
emergency situations. Also,
there is a new telephone on the
reserve desk which may be
used by students to call offices
in the Bums Building.
In addition to the Reading
Room with tables and study
carrels there are a fe.wsmaller
rooms for quiet study. There
- are two rooms (204 and 204A)
which may be used for group
study. These must be reserved
by sign-up sheet at the desk.
Smoking and non-smoking
areas for study and for talking
have been provided. These are
indicated by signs and maps in
the library. There is also a
room for listening to tapes and
a iegislative bill room. Train-
ing on Lexis, the computer-as-
sisted legal research system, is
available to students who have.
completed their first year of
law, school.
If students have difficulty in
locating a book, there is a
"Locate Service" at the desk.
We shall do a thorough search
to attempt to locate the book. If
we do hot own a book that you
need, you may request that we
try to borrow it through Inter-
Library Loan from another
library.
Lost & Found for the entire
school is located at the library
- reserve desk. If you find a lost
item, please turn it in at the
desk.
Found A Job Yet?
Welcome To The First Year
By Joan Profant
Director of Placement
Last June many of you stood
in the lounge at the Admissions
reception with us. The Ad-
ministration and the Faculty
toasted your acceptance into
Law School. The room was
warm with anticipation and the
pleasure of new ventures for
all of us. That day has passed,
and in August you ..may be full
of concerns about your ability
'to learn and to perform against·
the competition. The first year
of law school is physically and
emotionally involving. When I
have the opportunity to talk
during. the summer after, to
those just completing a first
year, I always ask students if
they. "enjoyed" the first year.
The extremely diverse answers
usually are prefaced with
surprise at the verb. Do people
enjoy the first year? But do any .
of us have lives so long that we
can afford a year that isn't
basically positive? .
After you've been here a few
days, you will be introduced to
another major concern you
may not have formulated. You
will be asked, "Did you start
looking for a law job yet?" -
"What?" you'll. respond, "I've
not bought books even. I
haven't -attended a class."
"Better get a job before it's too
late" will be the knowing, but
mournful reply.
You will quickly put "job"
on your list of current grief and
worry. Your basic anxiety list
may be a long one, but allow
me to describe the first-year
placement-program in the hope
it would guide you- into produc-
tive worry time.
Early, in the spring
semester, the Placement
Director will present informa-
tion to most sections of Civil
'Procedure' Workshop about
summer. jobs, placement
services and employment
statistics. You will receive a
copy of the Placement
Handbook on job seeking. This
is in January. _. ,
The various programs on
. preparing a resume will be
available to first-year students
and individual review from
Susan Hashimoto, the Assis-
tant to the Director, will be
available all spring semester.
In February', third-year stu-
dents will present, "How to-Suc-
ceed in Summer Clerkships"
for first- and second-year stu-
dents. In addition there is an
annual calendar of career
seminars presented in co-
. sponsorship with the vigorous,
hard-working Alumni Associa-
the law, the chances of finding
work as a first-year applicant
are fairly good (when you are a
second-year student it is much
easier). There-are other op-
tions for professional growth
after that first year, and they
will be discussed in the
February program more
specifically.
You'll note, all this is second
semester except for career
seminars because first
semester you study and make
friends who become your study
group. Learning how to
"Why is this lady smiling?
She's Placement Director JOJln
Profant who last year bad 1100
listings in her placement
books."
prepare the classic law 'school
response to the classic law
school problem is what to wor-
ry about until after Christmas.
break.
Whatis the best job search
technique for the first .year?
Concentrate on learning how to
learn in law school and focus on
your academic performance.
Grades count. Worryabout the
job search . . . later. . . or 'at
least not until second
semester. The critical summer
in terms of employment is
_after the second year. You'll
obtain that clerking job via the
fall 1983 on-campus interview
program or with the 1100 part-
time clerking positions listed in
the Office during the academic
year.
Recite the chant of the class
employment stats on those ad-
mitted to practice. They were
the following: 1981- 98%,1980
- 97%, 1979 - 96%, 1978 -
96%'. These are final results
compiled a year after gradua-
tion. Unemployment is not- the
Grades count. Worry about the job search ...
later .. '. or at least not until second semester.
-tion with alumni speakers onEmpty 'issues and areas of special
. practice. These are particular-
- ly useful for first-year stu-Pocket·s....' ---- dents.
In March, and April and
May, there are jobs listed in
the Student Job Notebook that
specifically request students
completing the first year for,
employment as law clerks. If
they request second-year stu-
dents, you have to "sell" your
unique abilities to get these
jobs. If you' choose to work in
Continued from page 5
must start plotting their finan-
cial options now, not only for
next year but for as long as
they will be in school. Perhaps
the government has finally dug
deep enough into its pockets to
find the hole that, until recent-
ly, everyone gladly overlooked.
issue or at. least in these past
years.
You members of the Class of
1985 and 1986 will face an un-
steady job market and terrific
financial pressures, but your
talent and maturity will assure
you.of a statist1cal pface in the
legal profession based on what
is known at present in Los
Angeles.
Of course you know the first
year is your foundation for the
long haul, and the pursuit of
. Continued on page 7
"Alice in Wonderland" View
Thoughts About
Campus Recruiting,
By Joan P.rofant
Director of Placement
There is a lot to be said
when a discussion begins about
on-campus interviewing and
recruiting of law students. It is
a topic the editors asked me to
address but to be brief. The
only way to approach it without
frothing at the mouth in my
eagerness to tell all the issues
involved may be to cite the
good news and quote the bad.
It is most important then to
encourage you to engage in
that ·critical lawyering skill:
fact gathering. Hearsay from
your roommate's cousin in her
second year at Stanford and
emotional outbreaks from a
member of Loyola's Class of
1963 still healing old wounds
from the hiring mill won't suf-
fice for factual data worthy of
budding lawyers in 1982.
The Placement Office has
quite a bit of prepared material
that will help you to be in-
formed about a critical issue in
your chosen profession. Come '
pick it up as you need it. Ask
peers, faculty, alumni, friends
and family as you establish a
network, remembering your
witnesses' bias as you establish'
reality.
For my part, I'll cite the.
good news. In our first employ-
ment survey conducted we
tracked all but 37 individuals
from the Class of 1978. The
results indicated that 3.5% of
that class began working in
very large law firms (over 51
lawyers). In our results from
the' Class of 1981culminated in
June we had a startling
statistic. In 1981, Loyola Law
School saw 28% of our
graduates report working .in
very large' firms with over 51
lawyers; Conclusion: the on-
campus program works.
Second conclusion: Loyola stu-
dents can compete when given
opportunities. How far. we go
on this ; rapid spiral quite
honestly depends on you.
The bad news: all partici-
pants 'find it a less than
pleasant, not quite rational
process. I don't need to explain
that Placement Directors don't
look forward to September.
Naturally, the faculty aren't
too responsive to the disruption
of our main business here of
training you. The megafirms
have. five-day conferences to
attempt to assess the costs and
disruption to their law practice
and the "crazy" salaries of
new associates. They are at
least as "unhappy" as stu-
dents.
Significantly another unhap-
py group is the lawyer in prac-
tice. Chesterfield Smith, past
President of the ABA, made
this statement about lawyer
satisfaction; he suggests that
the "two-tier hiring process
and two-tier salary structure
accounts for a good deal of
unhappiness" in the profession
as a whole.
Every placement system
, fails to entirely satisfy. Before
my tenure in 1977,a very vehe-
ment SBA leadership cam-
,paigned to eliminate the exist-
ing random sign-up interview-
ing system against that current
administration's views. In-
terestingly, they requested the
Placement officer to screen
the resumes!
But you and your friends,
the current students who Un-
dergo .tJie process will be
pressured and disenchanted.
To quote the commencement
speaker of two years ago, "The
on-campus interviews are the
most degrading and humiliat-
ing experience of law school."
(I guess there Is a continuum of
humiliation.) Those obtaining
offers have problems. Those
excluded from offers despite
"getting" interviews are,
legitimately the most appalled
and. angry.
Let me give another quote
from a note to me from a 1981
grad now happily employed:
"Students have a basically
Alice-in- Wonderland view of
big firms. Firms look at the
very cream at Loyola. Let's
quit kidding the student body
and building up false hopes and
expectations. "
On this one, I felt I must not
be doing my job because this
student finished school feeling
it was Loyola, notthe "very
cream" at every law school
potent enough to attract
megafirms in the first place.
It's a dynamic unique to law
recruitment and a tough one to
. accept ... everywhere. It's a
badge of prestige that we have
this "problem" even.
In conclusion, there were
1,795individual interviews that
took place in our offices last
fall. We invite you to 'do what is-
required to have some this fall,
but understand how things are
across the land of 2L this fall.
is
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Gil'sStillGone DELIVER-
the food service vendor, at Continued from page 1 NEW DEA.NII~------~
Loyola. students who are parents may
"It is a fair criticism to say .be forced to delay their educa-
that we should have taken tion until their children are Continued from page 1 undertaken is that of develop-
, more time," said Ramos, "but older, thus possibly endanger- development in order to con- ing substantial resources for
r don't know how' much dif- ing their employability as older centrate on long-term special consistent financial aid. One of
ference a year would have professionals. Worse yet, such projects. Dean Siegel is now the administration's first steps
made." Ramos felt that the potential students may com- the Assistant Dean for Student has been to contract a new food
period was sensitive because pletely abandon their aspira- Affairs and will' handle all stu- service operation - "Campus
people rallied around Gtl and tions to enter the legal dent-related issues and Cuisine" - in which the profits
felt that "it wasn't a business profession, despite impressive problems. This leaves As- received by the school wilt go
that was at stake but Gil academic credentials and a sociate Dean Stewart free to into a scholarship fund.
himself." strong commitment to study. manage curriculum develop- Dean Frakt believes it's too
Ramos felt that the decision Until now, Loyola students ment and the faculty. early for him to form any con-
was good. He said that the new desiring program modi fica- Dean Frakt believes that a elusions and that he and the
operation, Campus Cuisine, has tions had to take the initiative long-range planning committee administration must see what
a one-year trial contract and to convince one of the deans to should be established to con- is most appropriate for the
that they will "fly or die on adjust their schedule to accom- sider a reformation of the cur- school Itself. He sees no great
their own performance." modate child care needs. It riculum, which would give stu- differences between East
Bob Staniskis bought most was not well known that stu- dents the option of specializing Coast and West Coast schools
of Gil'sequipment and plans to de~ts might obtain scheduling in areas other than those and, in fact, believes Loyola
reorganize both the cooking adjustments upon ~equest, ~d limited fields now available. - shares the same problems such
area and the eating area. He _there ~as no consistent poI~cy Frakt thinks that such a com- as budgeting, faculty recruit-
plans an expanded menu with regardmg who would receive mittee will need to look at what ment and the need to revise the
hot entrees served both at noon such adjustments., students want, what they are curriculum, among others,
and in the evening. Loyola .F?r the .most part, the ad-' now taking, h?w- such cours~s with other law schools but that
becomes another of his many ministratlon and faculty are now workmg out and their Loyola's problems are ex-
food service franchises. He responded favorably to the' value to the students. Dean acerbated by its being in such a
will have a manager rim his proposal, although there was Frkt would also like the law / highly competitive and ex-
operation here and plans he concern about its implementa- school to consider joint degree pensive metropolitan area.
says, to use both Moe' and ti~n and its effec~ o~ such programs' and thin,ks it Frakt t>t:lieve.sthe law school
Arturo. Evidentally Moe has things as normalIzatIOn' of valuable for the school to feel community will have to look at
an option to stay ~t Campus firs~-year grades. Professor like an integral. part. of Loyola this situation when e~gaging in
Cuisine if he likes the opera- Christopher May and Dean Marymount University. the long-range plannmg of the
tion. Gerald Rosen were' especially A second and very impor- development of a congenial and
When questioned about, the influential in its gaining accep- tant duty which the Dean has productive en~ironment.
change from what some felt to tance., ~ . .
be high-quality food to an' in- The pro~am will begin next
stitutional-type food service, f~ll. and will be open to a
Staniskis tried to alleviate the limited number of male and
concerns about a "cardboard- female students who are
based" menu. "This is not a primary child caretakers or WHEREAS there is an in- instituting, at least on' an ex-
'Saga'vtype Iocdservice. Food c.an show compelli~g' creasing number of potentially, perimental basis initially, a
service is an attitude. Tom- circumstances that would die- excellent students who are part-time day program by inte-
my's has good food, but if you ta~ their n~ed to participate in highly motivated toward up- grating these students into ex-
eat it all week long, by Friday th!s part-time day progra~. grading their work status and isting day courses held
you're tired of it because there ~tlther tAssdo/clatAe~ean ,DDeanlelexpanding their professional between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
is no attitude." He plans to be, tewar ~ or ~SIStant .an oppprtunities within the legal restricted to students faced
more student-oriented than Arnold Seigel Will determme field, and with the dilemmas outlined"
money.;oriented. He feels that each stude~t's eligibility. T~e 'WHEREAS these' pc:>tential herein, and
because he is a professional, he program WIll ~ .announced.m students desire to return to WHEREAS Loyola Law
can offer better service and the 1983AdmiSSIons Bulletm, school to achieve these goals School prides itself on "a long- '
.still ma_!te a decent profit. received .by all, Loyola appli- while raising their children put standing reputation as a tradi-
"There won't be any napkin c~ts. This year s students d~ are prevented from returning tional yet innovative center for
monitoring," he added. SIrl!lg a reduced course load to school because of scheduling legal education" with a holistic
On JulY 25th, Staniskis dUrI~g th~ day because of constraints imposed by their ad m iss ion s pro c e s s , ' ,
replaced Gil's ~on as the sup- speCIal clrcum~tances m~st .child care responsibilities, and therefore,
plier of video games as well. ~ake an appom~ment With WHEREAS Loyola Law' BE IT RESOLVED TIlAT,
Once again, the offer he made elth~r. de.an to dISCUSSsuch School has accommodated a in keeping with that spirit and
to the SBAwas more attractive modificatIon similar, scheduling constraint long-standing reputation,
than the deal the school had "I a~ plea.sed at the open- for those with full-time work Loyola Law School pioneers
with Gil's son. Thus, it would ness Wlt~,which the .proposal coIllIliitments by designing a th~s innovative part-time day
appear that the combination of was recelv~d. I h~pe It wIll be part-time evening program, program, beginning the fall of
high-quality Langer's food and successful m easmg the way and '1982, and thereby tap this over-
poor business management has f~r students who want.to com-. WHEREAS the part-time looked source of potentiaJ stu-
been replaced by a professional bme. parenthood With th~, evening program falls>short of den ts with outs tanding
but institutional food service. pursuit of a legal career, providing the .flexibility re- academic credentials and
Gil remained an enigma (!omments Kushner. quired by parents tending strong commitment to study,
during his 12-year stint at young children"and who, until this time, would
Loyola. Few, if any, inquiries FREE UNITS WHEREAS these students have been forced to either de-
- were made into his operation. - accordingly are unable to lay their education until their
Now, only nine months after a Continued from page 1 participate in either Loyola's children' are grown- (possibly
previous Loyola Reporter arti- schedules during add/drop current full-time day division endangering, their ability to be
cle tried to disclose the period. May said that informa- or part-time evening division em p loy e -d as 0 J d e r
mechanics of his services, he is tion about the new proposal without' undue hardship, professionals) or would have
gone. And of the reasons given will be printed in the new particularly if they are single been forced to completely
for his departure, the most school 'catalog. For further in- parents, and' forego their aspirations of
glaring was his inability to run formation, students should con- WHEREAS these problems entering the legal profession
his business effectively. Soon, tact the dean's office~ could be overcome by Loyola's ,and serving the public.
the response given to an alum- (II1II-----.------------
nus' inquiring about his alma
mater will be "Gil who?"
Continued from page 3
They decided to prepare a
separate proposal to be mailed
to all the parties involved, de-
lineating their reasons for their
dissentions. Their basic rea-
sons, Brock said, were the
quality of the food, the lack of
notice to the school at large ;
and the inadequate representa-
tion of the food committee. Ac-
cording to Becerra, the entire
change over to Campus Cuisine
was timed very badly. There
were not enough choices and
"no chance to find out whether
the students were really dis-
satisfied." According to Brock,
the day-SBA knew the trouble
the school could be getting into
if the new food service did not
work out.
Brock and Becerra
presented their counter-
proposal to Dean Ramos and
suggested that a counter-offer
be made to Gil.
According to Brock, Ramos
was pleased by the 3-2vote, but
Ramos later indicated that-a
counter offer might be a good
idea.
Brock felt that Gil's original
proposal was reasonable as
long as the school was assured
of a good bookkeeping system
and that Gil, would be flexible
on the menu. Brock said-
Ramos wanted two points to be
in the counter-offer: a book-
keeping system with an effec-
tive audit trail had to be de-
veloped over which the school
had some control; and Gil had
-to return to the utility rates he
was.paying prior to t1!e reduc-
tion. Brock felt that Gil would
never accept a counter-offer
with these two' terms, but
Ramos said he "wanted Gil to
know that we were serious
about replacing him." Ramos
said that -Gil was not
"railroaded" and that "Gil
shut himself out" by not willing
to be open about his bookkeep-
ing. Ramos felt that Gil was
"unresponsive" to the way
food services are run on schooi
campuse~. "When someone has
a monopoly," he said, "and
there is a captive community,
someone has to _oversee the
operation. "
\
Gil did not accept the
counter-offer with the two
terms Ramos wanted, and the
3-2vote held firm, and Gil was
replaced.
Ramos said that the de-
cisional period was "emo-
tionally agonizing." The
pressures, he said, were in-
creased because of the time
problems involved. But what
became a highly emotional and
pressured three months was
now over. Gil, who had agreed
to stay an additional month till
July 15th, would no longer be
APPROVED PROPOSAL fOR
PART-TIME,-DAY DIVISION
and amplify your professional
training and skills, for a re-
ference source on the resume,
and because firms' hire as-
sociates primarily via this
method. "
Meanwhile, "enjoy" your
first visit in the noble tradition
of law students with loud cries
and moaning but secret
pleasure at feeling the pulse of
the society rise under your
fingers.
Placement:--~-~...;;.o..;;...-
Continued from page 6
learning has to be central, but
legitimate worry will arise.
The faculty are your masters
in your craft, but isn't this all
unreal? What <!boutmoney and
future?
, I don't recommend apathy,
but pacing. Your skills will
concurrently develop in writing
workshop, in lawyering skills
and in clinical programs as the
substance is learned. Finally,
you begin to clerk to augment
SOLAg LAW
"Dave Azken took the op-
portunity at the 2ndAnnual
Lambeck-Sona Beach Party to
study some of the more impor- '
tantaspects of solar law. Here,
he is preparing for his upcom-
ing trial with a copy of
Gilbert's Quarterly."
,"
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!I ' ,DOIT.ONCE DO IT RIGHT
.
AND NEVER DO IT AGAIN'
. BAR REVIEW
OUR TOP -RATED FACUL lY, including
Loyola's own Steve Hirschtick, willhelp you
through your law school exams and the bar
.examination.
"-
Contact your campus representative or any
BAR/BRI office for more information on -
obtaining our outlines and lectures for your
.use.
Your campus representatives are:
Joy M. Cumiford
540-7330
S'83
S'83
S'83
S'83
Marsha Palmer
858-3742
Robert Schulte
256-1439
Helen Sweeny
577-8278
Greg Faulkner
653-7086
S'83
S'83
S'83 -
S'84
,
Karen Henderson
476-0759
Jeannette Maginnis
457-5090
Susan Moraga
202-1802
Clifford Werber S'84
277-1238'
1323 SecondAventJe
San Diego, California 92101
(714) 236-0623
11801West Olympic Boulevard 352 Golden Gate Avenue
los Anqeles, California 90064 San Francisco, California 94102
(213) 477-2542 (415) 441-5600
